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A B S T R A C T

In this paper, we compared five crack detection algorithms using terrestrial laser scanner (TLS) point clouds. The
methods are developed based on common point cloud processing knowledge in along- and across-track profiles,
surface fitting or local pointwise features, with or without machine learning. The crack area and volume were
calculated from the crack points detected by the algorithms. The completeness, correctness, and F1 score of each
algorithm were computed against manually collected references. Ten 1-m-by-3.5-m plots containing 75 distresses
of six distress types (depression, disintegration, pothole, longitudinal, transverse, and alligator cracks) were
selected to explain variability of distresses from a 3-km-long-road. For crack detection at plot level, the best al-
gorithm achieved a completeness of up to 0.844, a correctness of up to 0.853, and an F1 score of up to 0.849. The
best algorithm’s overall (ten plots combined) completeness, correctness, and F1 score were 0.642, 0.735, and
0.685 respectively. For the crack area estimation, the overall mean absolute percentage errors (MAPE) of the two
best algorithms were 19.8% and 20.3%. In the crack volume estimation, the two best algorithms resulted in 19.3%
and 14.5% MAPE. When the plots were grouped based on crack detection complexity, in the ‘easy’ category, the
best algorithm reached a crack area estimation MAPE of 8.9%, while for crack volume estimation, the MAPE
obtained from the best algorithm was 0.7%.
1. Introduction

Pavement deterioration is usually the result of inappropriate road
design and maintenance, improper construction material, overloading,
poor road surface drainage, seepage, and challenging climate factors such
as frost. Road distresses slow traffic flow and affect road safety, resulting
in increased fuel costs, extended travel time, etc. for road users. It is
crucial to identify road distress at an early stage, because preventive road
maintenance and effective remedies can be carried out before the distress
worsens, or the pavement becomes completely unqualified. Proper,
timely, and selective road maintenance extends pavement lifetime and
decreases maintenance cost.

The required accurate information of the road conditions for main-
tenance is insufficient.

Currently, when road condition is inspected manually, the inspector
Z. Feng).
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travels along the road to find possible distress elements. However, the
process is slow, costly, and laborious, and the traffic hazards entail po-
tential risks for the inspection. An automated distress detection system is
therefore needed to quantify the quality of road surfaces, which provides
assistance in determining and planning road network maintenance.

Lots of research has been conducted in the last two decades that has
aimed to develop pavement distress recognition and detection algorithms
based on 2D image intensity. The crack depth information is not offered
by these methods. Moreover, digital image quality and resolution limit
the image analysis, which makes it challenging to perform fully auto-
mated crack detection in various lighting and poor intensity contrast
conditions (Tsai and Li, 2012). In other words, 2D image-based data
acquisition methods are sensitive to lighting effects. Natural features
such as shadows, illumination changes, uneven crack widths, and low
intensity contrast between cracks and surrounding pavement surfaces
vember 2021
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therefore have serious effects on the function of image-based crack
detection methods. Furthermore, non-crack features, e.g. joints, sealed
cracks, and white painting marks, can also be erroneously identified as
crack features. The performance of 2D intensity images has been
improved by using new computational methods, mathematical
morphology, structured learning, and artificial intelligence such as ma-
chine learning, including neural networks and deep learning (Hu and
Zhao, 2010; Zou et al., 2012; Salman et al., 2013; Shi et al., 2016; Guan
et al., 2014; Oliveira and Correia, 2008, 2012, 2014; Varadharajan et al.,
2014; Zhang et al., 2016; Fan et al., 2019; Zhong et al., 2020). However,
the selection of the parameter values of these methods is challenging,
because it strongly depends on crack variations and image quality.

According to Zhong et al. (2020), excellent performances have been
achieved in recent years using neural networks and deep learning tech-
nology, but crack recognition is still challengingwhen analysing based on
2D images, which are frequently obscured by shadows, illumination,
stains, rust, and noise.

Currently, the most promising results have been achieved using 3D
measurements. The Lidar (light detection and ranging) technique is not
sensitive to lighting effects. Cracks can be identified with a segmentation
algorithm as long as the crack depth is large enough to be recognised.
Recently, several studies or reviews have been conducted with Lidar-
related crack detection (Kunyuan et al., 2015; Mathavan et al., 2015;
Medina et al., 2014; Guan et al., 2014, 2015; Laurent et al., 2008; Li et al.,
2009; Zhang et al., 2015; Yu et al., 2014; De Blasiis et al., 2020; Ravi
et al., 2020; Tsai and Chatterjee, 2018; Tsai and Yang, 2020; Yang et al.,
2021). De Blasiis et al. (2020) used MLS data from a 100-m-long urban
road stretch to evaluate surface distress focusing on potholes, swells, and
shoves wider than 100mm using several local planes. Tsai and Chatterjee
(2018) developed a watershed method to detect potholes by using 179
images based on 3D pavement data. They classified images containing
potholes, and reported an accuracy of 95.0%. Ravi et al. (2020) high-
lighted the application of pothole detection and patching quantity esti-
mation in their study which focused on mapping potholes from a
10-km-long MLS dataset with a relative accuracy of � 1–2 cm. Tsai and
Yang (2020) reported a 6-years-long change detection study using 3D
laser technology continued by Yang et al. (2021) analysing crack length
changes.

According to the best studies, it can be stated that with mobile laser
scanning (MLS), road cracks that are wider than 2 mm can be detected
with 95% precision even in the case of low intensity contrast and lighting
conditions (Zhang et al., 2015). Additionally, Guan et al. (2015) claimed
that road cracks with widths greater than 2 cm could be detected,
achieving a completeness of 96% and correctness of 85%. Zhong et al.
(2020) reported that transverse, longitudinal, and oblique crack detec-
tion achieved F1 scores of 96.6%, 87.1%, and 81.5% respectively, using
an approximately 220-m stretch of highway containing numerous cracks.
Choi et al. (2016) reported a crack detection rate of 86.4%. Ragnoli et al.
(2018) reviewed pavement distress detection methods and confirmed
terrestrial laser scanning (TLS) feasibility to survey medium and high
severity cracks, but considered the state of TLS automation for distress
mapping poorly developed. Barbarella et al. (2018) suggested a field
process for terrestrial laser scanner data collection and a data processing
workflow to measure the size of the fault at each joint of apron slabs for
rigid airport pavement management. In all the laser-based studies cited
above, either the amount and type of studied cracks or the quantitative
accuracy evaluation was limited or even missing. In addition, the accu-
racy of the crack area and volume obtainable from TLS have not been
reported in previous studies.

Accordingly, we can summarise the shortcomings of the state-of-the-
art in using 3D Lidar for pavement crack detection. To the best of our
knowledge, there is.

● a need for studies reporting accuracies in real-life conditions and
experimental set-ups in detail;
2

● a need for comparison studies of the performance of various algo-
rithms for crack detection, crack area, and volume estimation;

● a need for studies reporting the crack detection accuracies versus
parameters such as crack width.

Therefore, this paper reports the performance of static terrestrial laser
scanning (TLS) in crack detection, using five different crack detection
algorithms developed based on point cloud processing expertise. Crack
depth, crack areal extent, and volume were the major parameters to be
extracted from TLS data. The main purpose of this publication is to
provide a comparative analysis of these algorithms for mapping pave-
ment distresses using highly accurate point cloud data. The study results
provide an indication of which methods are best suited for pavement
quality analysis and which methods could be further developed for the
operational use of distress mapping with mobile laser scanning. The al-
gorithm comparison was performed for ten test plots, extracted from a 3-
km-long road, and key pavement distress features, such as depth, area
and volume, were extracted fully automatically.

2. Experimental plan, materials, and methods

2.1. Data description

In this study, TLS point cloud data collected statically from the roof of
a car (Fig. 1) were used for algorithm comparison. The data were
collected from a 3-km road section in the municipality of Kirkkonummi,
Southern Finland, where 64 1-m-by-3.5-m samples of road surface (called
plots hereafter) were measured. Of these 64 plots, 10 plots containing
significant pavement distresses were selected for this study. Scans were
performed with FARO Focus S 350 (FARO technologies, Inc., Lake Mary,
FL, USA) phase-shift laser scanner, which has a measurement speed up to
976,000 points/second, and it is using 1550 nm wavelength. The mean
point spacing of the TLS data on the road was 2.3 mm, and the point
density in test plots was approximately 150,000 points/m2. El Issaoui
et al. (2021) used the same dataset as a reference for mobile laser scan-
ning (MLS) data in road rut depth measurements, and the accuracy of the
TLS data was verified by photogrammetric measurements to be better
than 0.5 mm. For more detail, the reader is referred to El Issaoui et al.
(2021).

In the pre-processing, the TLS data from the road surface were rotated
by calculating the angle between the x-axis and a line created across the
road to align the road surface in the xy direction, allowing the data to be
easily divided into different sections for a profile based and surface fitting
methods. The TLS data consisted of a tilted scan pattern from the across-
direction on the road. For profile-basedmethods, such data had to be pre-
processed in across-track profiles. Thus, the profiles were created by
resampling the data into 3-mm-wide slices (since point spacing was
averaged at 2.3 mm) along the across-track direction (x direction), and
each slice was classified as an individual profile. Similarly, along-track
profiles (y direction) were formed.

2.2. Ground truth

In Finland, a pavement crack should be repaired when wider than 5
cm (Finnish Transport Infrastructure Agency, 2013). As early detection of
road damage is needed for road maintenance planning, we decided to
segment all surface distresses more than 1 cm wide. The segmentation
was done manually using CloudCompare (version 2.10.2, http://www
.cloudcompare.org/). To make classification easier and more accurate,
a local elevation difference was used as follows: as pavements consist of
planar features, test plots were first cut into smaller areas in the xy plane,
after which the selected point cloud was levelled, making it parallel with
the xy plane. Variations in height were used to extract the pavement
distress points from the surrounding pavement points. The result was
further improved using the CloudCompare Segment tool during the vi-
sual inspection. Fig. 2 shows the total area and volume of each manually

http://www.cloudcompare.org/
http://www.cloudcompare.org/


Fig. 1. Principle and measuring system for static TLS measurements in this study. Figure A shows the TLS scanner mounted on the roof of the car. Figure B shows the
point cloud provided by TLS. The plot area is marked in red. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the Web
version of this article.)

Fig. 2. Areal extent and volume of manually segmented cracks by plot.
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segmented plot, and it can be seen that the total crack volume and areal
extent varied significantly across plots.

During the segmentation, the plots were classified into three groups
according to their level of difficulty: easy, medium, and difficult. The
classification was based on the complexity of the manual classification. If
the plot contained clear cracks that were easily identifiable, the plot was
easy. Difficult test plots were those where determining the edge of the
distress was difficult as the distress was no longer clear. Examples of such
are potholes that have been patched multiple times and in which the
patches have partially erupted, which has resulted in several types of
distresses. In this case, the determination of such distress can have sub-
jective differences depending on the individual.
Fig. 3. (a) Crack points of one plot in the pi

3

2.3. Crack area and volume calculation

Due to the irregular shapes of the cracks, the crack area was analysed
pixel-wise at a plot level. Considering the adjacent points' average dis-
tance of the studied TLS data is 2.3 mm, the pixel size was set to be 5 mm
to ensure the crack area calculation accuracy and avoid gaps between
crack pixels. The plot was divided into 5-mm-by-5-mm pixels, and crack
points were allocated to corresponding pixels according to their co-
ordinates. A pixel containing at least one classified crack point was
treated as a crack pixel. Finally, the crack area was estimated corre-
sponding to the number of crack pixels. Fig. 3a presents an example plot,
and Fig. 3b is the detail of the partial plot.

The crack volume was calculated using an automated tool developed
for this study. The tool consisted of two parts: partitioning and volume
calculation. In the partitioning phase, the aim was to divide the point
cloud of segmented distresses into 40-cm-by-40-cm sections. The oper-
ating principle of the volume calculation phase was based on the
assumption that the points surrounding the detected distress were
pavement points, in which case fitting the plane to these points would
create an ideal pavement surface over the distress. The distance of each
distress point to the pavement plane was calculated, and the sum of the
volumes corresponded to the volume of the whole distress. Sometimes, in
the partitioning phase, the edge of the 40-cm window was placed on top
of the distress so that the window did not contain both edges of the
distress. In these cases, the neighbouring point must be interpolated with
xel map; (b) part of the crack pixel map.



Table 1
Confusion matrix.

Predicted class

Positive Negative

Actual class Positive True Positive (TP) False Negative (FN)
Negative False Positive (FP) True Negative (TN)
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the nearest pavement points to enable plane fitting. Fig. 4 illustrates the
effect of selecting neighbouring points from different distances. To
improve the tool’s accuracy, neighbouring points were selected from a
distance of 1–1.5 cm. Underestimation of volume can thus be avoided.

2.4. Accuracy evaluation methods

Crack detection accuracy was evaluated pixel-wise, using the same
rasterization as in the crack area analysis (see Section 2.3).

In our study, a confusionmatrix (Table 1) is used to evaluate the crack
detection accuracy of each algorithm, with the reference data as the
actual class. The crack pixel is assumed to be ‘positive’; otherwise the
pixel is ‘negative’. For every algorithm, the crack detection results of each
plot will be compared with reference data, resulting in a corresponding
confusion matrix.

In a confusion matrix, there are four possible comparison results,
which are named true positive (TP), true negative (TN), false negative
(FN), and false positive (FP) respectively. TP and TN indicate the number
of actual positive and negative objects predicted accurately, while FN and
FP show different types of prediction error.

Completeness, correctness, and F1 score are three commonly used
statistical measures to evaluate the detection accuracy of the test results.
They are calculated for each algorithm. Completeness measures the
percentage at which the actual positive objects are identified, and it is
calculated using equation (1). Correctness indicates the accurate positive
rate among the objects identified by the algorithm, and it is calculated
using equation (2).

Completeness¼TP=ðTPþFNÞ; (1)

Correctness¼ TP=ðTPþFPÞ � (2)

Completeness and correctness measure different aspects of the algo-
rithm, while the F1 score considers both completeness and correctness,
and offers an overall accuracy estimation of the algorithm. More specif-
ically, the F1 score is the harmonic mean of completeness and correct-
ness, and it is calculated by equation (3):

F1 ¼ 2
Completeness�1 þ Correctness�1

� (3)

Concerning the crack area and volume, in this study, one plot
accounted for 35% of the total distress of all plots combined. The mean
absolute percentage error (MAPE) was well suited for this study, as a
single high-volume plot does not significantly dominate the outcome of
the results. Therefore, to compare the performance of the developed al-
gorithms, MAPE was adopted. Assuming the estimated values are deno-
ted by €yi, and themanually measured reference values are denoted by yi,
where i is the plot number, MAPE over the N plots was calculated as
follows:
Fig. 4. Effect of selecting neighbourhood points on the plane fitting, when
distress is underestimated (A) or perfectly/overestimated (B).
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MAPE¼
XN

jyi � €yij � 100% � (4)

i¼1 yi N

The root mean square error (RMSE) is also used in the results analysis,
and it is defined as follows:

RMSE¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiPN

i¼1ðyi � €yiÞ2
N

s
� (5)

In addition, to determine the correlations of the algorithms, a coef-
ficient of determination (R2) is also calculated in the results section.

3. Crack detection algorithms

3.1. Baseline algorithm: the first derivative of height

A crack causes a sharp elevation dip. An intuitive and common
method to detect cracks is therefore to examine the elevation dips in
point cloud neighbourhoods. Once the elevation dip exceeds a pre-set
threshold value, the corresponding point will be treated as a crack
point. This method was applied to the cross-track profiles. Fig. 5 dem-
onstrates how the baseline method finds the crack points in one profile.

The only parameter of the method, that is, the height change
threshold, was equal to three times the standard deviation of all the
elevation changes between neighbouring points in one profile.

In some large cracks with smooth bottom valleys, the height variation
at the crack bottom was similar to the normal road surface. In this case,
the crack points located at the bottom could not be detected using the
height difference. Therefore, during the detection process, three flags
(slope_down, slope_up, and on_bottom) were set to indicate whether the
detected points are located outside or inside the crack, so as to guarantee
the crack points at the crack bottom can be found.

Another potential issue for this method is the profile gradient. The
road surface is designed to have a certain level of gradient for water
drainage, and the slope may become larger due to pavement distress. The
Fig. 5. Crack detection results with neighbouring points elevation inspection (d
is an example of the elevation change of the neighbouring point).
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elevation change of neighbouring points may therefore exceed the
threshold value because of the distress, resulting in an incorrect crack
point detection. Fig. 6 presents the brief algorithm process.
Fig. 7. Crack detection using profile-based filtering.
3.2. Profile-based filtering algorithm

In El Issaoui et al. (2021), a digital filter was used to reduce the data
noise for a road rut study. The same digital filter with different parameter
values could fit the ideal road profile and reduce the effect of cracks to
the greatest extent possible. In other words, an ideal road profile without
cracks was generated by applying the filter on the original profile. Then,
the original profile was compared with the ideal profile without cracks,
and the height differences between the points in the original profile and
the corresponding points in the ideal profile were acquired. The points
with a height difference exceeding a pre-set threshold value were
selected as the crack points. Fig. 7 presents how the method works in one
profile, and d in the figure is the height difference of the first crack point
in the original profile and the corresponding point in the ideal profile. To
optimize the crack detection accuracy, the method was applied to both
across- and along-track profiles.

In this method, the filter parameters, namely cut-off frequency and
order number, are important for the filter design. Obviously, crack
detection accuracy will be affected by how much the designed filter can
minimise the effect of cracks. The cut-off frequency can be figured out by
analysing the signal frequency components. In our implementation, to
generate an ideal across-track profile, the cut-off frequency was 200 Hz
and the order was 130, while for the profiles in an along-track direction,
the cut-off frequency was 50 Hz with an order of 80. In both cases, the
crack threshold value was 1.5 mm.

Through the crack points demonstration in Fig. 7, there were always
some crack points near the start and end part of the crackmissing because
of the imperfect fitting profile. This could be improved by adjusting the
fitting filter parameter values, but could not be eliminated. In addition,
the pre-set threshold value was an experience value based on the overall
road conditions in all the plots, which did not work perfectly in certain
plots with special crack types. Fig. 8 presents the general process of the
algorithm.
3.3. Surface fitting algorithm

In this study, a surface fitting-based crack detection algorithm (SF)
was developed. SF fits a polynomial surface to the road surface and
separates pavement points from those points that remain below the
surface, classifying them as road damage points, following polynomial
curve fitting research such as (Arlinghaus, 1994; Johnson and Williams,
1976; Su et al., 2015). Our method is based on the assumption that a
small piece (0.5 m� 0.5 m in this study) of asphalt would form a plane in
the ideal situation. However, in reality, the road surface is not a perfect
plane, as the rut depths and other changes in the road surface caused by
the use of the road already cause significant differences in the flatness of
the road. We therefore used a quadratic polynomial surface to approxi-
mate the shape of the road surface in the small pieces. Fig. 9A presents a
surface fitted to a small test patch (50 cm � 50 cm). Fig. 9B shows a side
view of the same surface, where the road pavement damage points can be
clearly seen below the surface.

The workflow in the SF algorithm consists of two parts: data pre-
processing and surface fitting. The surface fitting algorithm divides
input data into 40-cm-by-40-cm rectangles, which in this case acts as an
Fig. 6. Workflow of
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inspection window. In addition, a 50-cm-by-50-cm area is formed on top
of the inspection window, which acts as a fitting window. The centres of
both windows are the same. The fitting window, as its name implies, is
the part of the data to which the polynomial surface is fitted. This method
ensures that the fitting windows have a side coverage of 20% to their
neighbouring windows, allowing a better continuous extraction of road
damages at the edges of inspection windows. The fitted surface is
compared to the data inside the inspection window, and distances be-
tween the dataset and fitted surface are calculated, after which all dis-
tances exceeding the threshold value are classified as damage points. The
algorithm then starts a new iteration by removing the crack points from
the fitting window dataset, allowing a better surface fitting. The algo-
rithm implements only two iterations, as during the study it was found
that most of the damage points could already be extracted in the first
iteration phase, in which case the second iteration has only been used to
slightly improve the result. Fig. 10 shows the workflow of the algorithm.

Fitting windows on the edge of the plot lacked points outside the plot,
but we found that this had no effect on crack detection. Furthermore, in
operational road quality assessment, this kind of phenomenon does not
exist, because MLS data extend outside the area of interest.
3.4. Local surface roughness algorithm

Cracks cause discontinuities to the smooth road surface, and they can
be detected by investigating how closely the surface resembles a plane –
or how rough the surface is – locally. Therefore, local surface roughness
was estimated for each point in the point cloud. The surface roughness
measure adopted in this study was based on the variability of the surface
in the surface’s normal direction. The principal component correspond-
ing to the smallest eigenvalue of the local covariance matrix was used as
an estimate of the local surface normal (Lehtom€aki et al., 2016). The local
covariance matrix for a particular point was estimated using the points in
the local neighbourhood of the point; the radius of the local neighbour-
hood equalled 3 cm. The eigenvalues of the covariance matrix equalled
the variances of the projections on the principal components. Therefore,
baseline method.



Fig. 8. Workflow of profile-based filtering algorithm.

Fig. 9. Surface fitted to a 50 cm by 50 cm point cloud of a road surface.

Fig. 10. Workflow of surface fitting algorithm.
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the square root of the smallest eigenvalue was the standard deviation in
the surface normal direction; hence it measured the goodness of the local
planar fit, and was used as a surface roughness measure to detect cracks.
If the roughness measure exceeded a value of 1 mm, the corresponding
point was classified as ‘rough’.

Simple thresholding overestimated crack widths, because the
roughness measure exceeded the threshold if a crack existed anywhere
inside the local neighbourhood. Furthermore, large cracks sometimes
contained smooth surfaces at the central ‘valley bottom’, which were not
classified as rough, resulting in holes inside the cracks. These problems
were solved using morphological operations. The point cloud was first
projected onto a horizontal plane and transformed into a binary image,
using a pixel size of 5 mm. Pixels containing at least one rough point were
labelled as foreground, and the remaining pixels as background. Second,
the holes were filled, using a flood-fill operation. Third, the image was
eroded to decrease crack widths, using a disk-shaped structuring
element, whose radius equalled 3 pixels. However, erosion sometimes
6

eradicated narrow cracks. To retain these, the skeleton of the image –

retrieved using the medial axis transform (Sonka et al., 2008) – was
added to the eroded image. Before the medial axis transform, the image
was first dilated, using the same structuring element as in the erosion, to
improve the skeleton’s connectedness. In addition, the skeleton was
dilated, using a disk-shaped structuring element, whose radius equalled 1
pixel, to increase line widths. Pixels not belonging to the original fore-
ground were removed from the dilated skeleton. The points inside the
foreground pixels of the union of the eroded image and dilated skeleton
were classified as cracks. Fig. 11 shows the workflow of the algorithm.

3.5. Random forest-based algorithm

Instead of using parametric surfaces, profile filtering, or defining rules
and thresholds using expert knowledge, adaptive methods such as
random forests (Breiman, 1999) can learn the classification rules from
the data.

For each point, two geometric features were extracted from the
point’s local neighbourhood (0.02 m radius); namely, the verticality and
surface variation of the area. The geometric features were similar to those
in Thomas et al. (2018) and obtained using CloudCompare 2.10.2. The
surface variation and verticality stem from the eigenvalues of the
covariance matrix of the point neighbourhood. The surface variation is
calculated as the third eigenvalue divided by the sum of eigenvalues, and
verticality as the difference of 1 and the third eigenvector of the
covariance matrix (CloudCompare, 2019; Hackel et al., 2016). The sur-
face variation was sensitive to areas deviating from the roughly planar
road surface, and verticality noted areas with clear drops in surface level.
Features such as height below a surface and roughness were considered,
but they were sensitive to uneven parts of the road surface, where no
cracks were present. Additionally, the intensity of the returned beam is
expected to be lower in crack areas, which did visibly occur in our data,
but using the intensity as input did not improve classification accuracy.

There were significantly fewer crack points than road points in the
point clouds. Random oversampling of the crack class was therefore
necessary, as using the original imbalanced classes resulted in the
random forest classifier classifying all points for the road class. Adequate



Fig. 11. Workflow of local surface roughness algorithm.
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results were obtained by oversampling theminority crack class to contain
an equal number of points as the majority road class.

Fig. 12a) shows that the results contain salt-and-pepper noise. To
remove this noise and to improve the distinction between the classes,
crack points that contained fewer than five other crack points among
their 15 nearest neighbours were ignored. Fig. 12b) shows that the cracks
are more clearly defined after the process, and the noise is significantly
reduced.

The small neighbourhood size retains small and narrow cracks even in
the presence of noise. However, false negatives are found in the results,
particularly in larger potholes, as the surface variation is low in flat areas,
regardless of whether they are located within a crack, and the verticality
seeks out the edges of the cracks. Smaller discontinuity areas are also
present, with correctly classified crack areas containing small areas
classified as roads. As these take the form of holes with respect to the
crack area, a morphological hole filling operation – similar to that
applied in the surface roughness method – was noted as a viable method
for improving the results. The results show visible improvement from the
noise-reduced crack classification (Fig. 12c): large holes have been filled,
andmost of the smaller discontinuity areas have been reclassified. Fig. 13
shows the workflow of the algorithm.

4. Results and discussion

4.1. Crack detection

The crack points of ten plots were detected by the five algorithms.
With the manually detected road cracks as reference, the completeness,
correctness, and F1 score of the algorithms in each plot were calculated,
using pixel-wise analysis (see Section 2.4). Finally, the three overall
Fig. 12. Random forest classification of two crack areas: a) raw classification
results; b) after the noise reduction process; c) after application of flood-
fill operation.
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evaluation indicators of each algorithm were calculated based on all the
crack points of ten plots. The results are presented in Figs. 14–16.

Through the F1 scores in the ten plots (Fig. 16), the highest F1 score
was obtained by the surface fitting algorithm in plot 3 as 0.849, and the
corresponding completeness and correctness were 0.844 and 0.853
respectively. Apart from the baseline method, which offered an F1 score
of 0.517, the other three algorithms achieved F1 scores greater than
0.600 in the same plot. However, the surface fitting algorithm had the
lowest F1 score of 0.424 in plot 7, and the other four algorithms also
acquired low F1 scores in this plot.

For the overall algorithm evaluation based on all the plots, the
baseline method had the worst performance of all three indicators, and
the overall F1 score was 0.409, while all the other algorithms had merits
in distinct aspects. More specifically, based on Fig. 14, for the crack
detection completeness, the profile-based filter method and the local
surface roughness method had similar best performances of 0.642 and
0.644 respectively. However, Fig. 15 shows that the surface fitting
method had the best detection correctness, which was 0.794, while the
profile-based filter method and random forest-based method had slightly
poorer results, which were 0.735 and 0.743. Regarding the overall per-
formance of the algorithms, as shown in Fig. 16, the F1 score of the
profile-based filter method was 0.685 as the highest one, the surface
fitting method obtained a slightly lower F1 score of 0.672, and the local
surface roughness method ranked third with an F1 score of 0.645.

Through the previous results, the algorithms had different perfor-
mances in different plots, which were not always consistent with the
overall performance. This was because the plots contained distinct crack
types, which led to various levels of complexity in crack detection.
Considering both the real plot condition and manual crack detection
complexity, the plots were divided into three groups: easy (plots 3, 6, 10);
medium (plots 1, 4, 8, 9); and difficult (plots 2, 5, 7). The crack detection
completeness, correctness and F1 score of the five algorithms were
calculated in each group, and the results are presented in Fig. 17.

Looking through the Fig. 17, as the detection complexity increased
from the easy group to the difficult group, the crack detection
completeness of the five algorithms gradually decreased respectively,
proving that our plots’ classification was reasonable.

For the crack detection correctness, the surface fitting and the local
surface roughness methods had high correctness in both easy and diffi-
cult groups, and the surface fitting method reached the highest correct-
ness of 0.883 in the easy group. The random forest-based method
provided stable performances of correctness, which were 0.751, 0.714,
and 0.779 in the easy, medium, and difficult groups respectively.

The results show that the surface fitting method had the best per-
formance in the easy group, and its F1 score reached 0.841, while the F1
scores of the other four algorithms also increased in different levels,
among them, the profile-based filter method had the second best F1 score
of 0.808. In the medium group, the profile-based filter method had the
best F1 score of 0.707, and the surface fitting method had a slightly lower
F1 score of 0.702. In the difficult group, that of the local surface rough-
ness was 0.592 as the best.
4.2. Crack area estimation

Through the amount of crack pixels, the crack area in each plot
measured from the five algorithms was calculated. As the crack areas of
the ten plots varied widely, the absolute crack area error percentage,
which is the ratio of estimated absolute crack area error to the reference
area, was adopted to present the capabilities of the five algorithms. The



Fig. 13. Workflow of the random forest-based classification.

Fig. 14. Completeness for the five algorithms on the ten plots and the overall completeness.

Fig. 15. Correctness for the five algorithms on the ten plots and the overall correctness.

Fig. 16. F1 score for the five algorithms on the ten plots and the overall F1 score.
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Fig. 17. The crack detection completeness, correctness, and F1 score of all the algorithms for different plot categories, ranging from easy to difficult.

Fig. 18. The absolute crack area error percentages with five algorithms of ten plots (*: the bar value exceeds the max limit of the y-axis and is presented in the
table below).
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absolute crack area error percentages in each plot are presented in
Fig. 18.

Obviously, the crack area percentages from the baseline algorithm
were much larger than those from other algorithms in plots 1, 2, and 10,
affecting the readability of the graphic. Therefore, the y-axis value in
Fig. 18 was limited to present most of the percentages, and the specific
values can be checked in the table.

Considering the large performance fluctuations across the plots, the
MAPEs of the five algorithms were calculated based both on the all plots
and the three plot groups proposed in the previous section (Fig. 19).

Fig. 19 shows that the surface roughness algorithm achieved the
lowest MAPE of 19.8% over the 10 plots, while the profile filter algorithm
produced a similar MAPE of 20.3%. In the easy, medium, and difficult
plot groups, the best MAPEs were 8.9% from the profile filter algorithm,
and 24.2% and 22.6% from the surface roughness algorithm respectively.
The baseline method performed very badly in all groups, while the sur-
face fitting and random forest algorithms had their best performance in
the easy plot group, and the performance deteriorated as the crack
detection difficulty increased.

To further study the algorithm performance, the crack area estimation
RMSEs of the five algorithms were calculated (Fig. 20). Fig. 20 shows that
the RMSEs’ distribution was quite similar to that of MAPE, while the
performance of the surface fitting algorithm became a little different.
Over all ten plots, the best RMSE still came from the surface roughness
9

algorithm of 997.3 cm2, and the profile filter algorithm achieved a
similar RMSE of 1,000.8 cm2. However, the surface fitting algorithm
produced the best RMSEs in the easy and medium plot groups, with
333.0 cm2- and 589.6 cm2, and in the difficult plot group, it was 1,364.9
cm2 from the surface roughness algorithm. The profile filter algorithm
had close performances to the surface fitting algorithm in the easy and
medium plots with RMSEs of 391.4 cm2 and 590.3 cm2.

The coefficient of determination (R2) between the estimated crack
areas and reference data was calculated for each algorithm. The profile-
based filter method gave a highest R2 of 0.86, while the surface fitting
and local surface roughness methods gave slightly lower values of 0.82
and 0.79 respectively. The random forest-based machine-learning
method attained an R2 of 0.66, and the baseline method resulted in a bad
R2 of 0.17.
4.3. Crack volume estimation

4.3.1. Volume calculation tool evaluation
This section presents the accuracy evaluation of the automated vol-

ume calculation tool (Sec. 2.3.). The tool was used to calculate the crack
volumes for each algorithm and reference, and here we verify the tool’s
validity. Each distress in the reference was manually segmented, and
then the total volume of the plot distresses was calculated by fitting a
plane to eachmanually selected distress type separately. This volumewas



Fig. 19. Crack area MAPEs (%) of the five algorithms in different plot groups.

Fig. 20. Crack area RMSEs (cm2) of the five algorithms in different plot groups.

Table 2
Method evaluation for crack volume calculation tool. The tool is applied on
ground truth data. The ratio in this case is the ratio of volume calculated by the
tool to the manually calculated volume. The error percentage is the difference
between volumes calculated automatically and manually, divided by the
manually calculated value and multiplied by 100.

Evaluation for volume calculation tool

Manual segmentation
(dm3)

Automatic segmentation
(dm3)

Ratio Error
%

Plot 1 0.035 0.035 0.98 2.2%
Plot 2 0.296 0.288 0.97 2.8%
Plot 3 4.829 4.828 1.00 0.0%
Plot 4 1.276 1.185 0.93 7.2%
Plot 5 1.098 1.106 1.01 0.8%
Plot 6 3.793 3.815 1.01 0.6%
Plot 7 3.302 2.955 0.89 10.5%
Plot 8 9.522 9.172 0.96 3.7%
Plot 9 2.357 2.181 0.93 7.5%
Plot 10 0.829 0.856 1.03 3.3%
TOTAL 27.338 26.422 0.97 3.4%

Fig. 21. The absolute volume error percentages of the algorithms.
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used as a ground truth to verify the accuracy of the automated volume
calculation tool. Table 2 shows the results for each plot. For all plots, the
volume calculation tool managed to calculate 97% of the total volume
obtained by manually segmented distress type measurement. The error
percentage for all plots was 3.4%.

4.3.2. Plot-level volume accuracy evaluation
Crack volumes were calculated both for manually classified distresses
10
and distresses classified by the five algorithms, using the tool presented
in Section 2.3. Fig. 21 shows the absolute volume error percentage be-
tween algorithm and reference volumes for each plot, in addition to the
median. The median error percentages equalled 69.5%, 12.6%, 12.1%,
26.0%, and 31.8% for the baseline method, profile-based filtering, sur-
face fitting, local surface roughness, and random forest respectively.

Fig. 22 shows the MAPE of the crack volume estimation in relation to
the plot difficulty (Sec. 4.1). The surface fitting algorithm achieved the
lowest MAPE of 0.7% for the easy plots. A small correlation was observed
between the error of the volume estimates and plot difficulty in the
surface fitting algorithm: the more difficult the test area, the worse the
MAPE. Profile-based filtering worked equally well at each difficulty level
(MAPE varied between 12.3% and 17.5% across the plot difficulty). Local
surface roughness also performed well in the easy plots (an 8.5%MAPE),
but in the medium and difficult plots, performance was worse (MAPE
between 31.1% and 34.2%). The baseline method and random forest had
poorer performance than the other methods: their MAPEs were between
38.0% and 69.5% when all the plots were included in the analysis.

The RMSEs of the volume estimates were similar to the MAPEs
(Fig. 23). The surface fitting algorithm performed excellently in easy
plots (RMSE ¼ 0.02 dm3), but was only slightly better than profile-based
filtering when all plots were taken into account. The local surface
roughness algorithm worked well in the easy and difficult plots (RMSEs
of 0.39 dm3 and 0.60 dm3), but in the medium plots, the RMSE was as
high as 3.86 dm3, which significantly affected the total RMSE value of
2.47 dm3. The random forest algorithm performed better in the RMSE
comparison than in the MAPE comparison, as its RMSE values were very
consistent with the local surface roughness algorithm.

Coefficients of determination (R2) of the volume estimates of the al-
gorithms were calculated for all plots. As a result, surface fitting and
profile-based fitting algorithms gained the highest R2 values among the



Fig. 22. Crack volume MAPE for each algorithm.

Fig. 23. Crack volume RMSE for each algorithm (dm3).
Fig. 24. Pavement distress object detection rate of each algorithm.

Fig. 25. Relation of maximum distress depth, true positive volume rate, and
different distress types for the profile-based filter method. For each distress type,
a linear trend line (Lin.) is drawn. The R2 values for transverse crack, pothole,
longitudinal crack, disintegration, and depression are 0.58, 0.30, 0.26, 0.03 and
0.10 respectively.
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algorithms (0.97 and 0.96 respectively). Local surface roughness,
random forest, and the baseline method performed equally, resulting in
R2 values of 0.51, 0.50, and 0.58 respectively.

4.3.3. Object level volume accuracy evaluation
In the object level analysis, each distress was studied separately. Our

ten plots contained 75 pavement distresses (hereafter referred to as ob-
jects). For each object, a true-positive volume ratio was defined as the
true-positive volume of distress divided by the reference volume. Here,
we evaluate the object detection rate, that is, how many distresses each
algorithm found. The best-performing algorithm (the profile-based filter
method) detected all 75 objects (detection rate 100%). The detection rate
alone does not provide information on how comprehensively the distress
was found, because some objects were only partly found. Therefore, the
detection rate of the algorithms was also examined by considering only
those objects found by the algorithm whose true positive volume
exceeded half of the reference volume (true positive volume ratio over
50%). In this case, the best-performing algorithm detected 84% of all
distresses. Fig. 24 shows the performance of each algorithm in more
detail.

Object-level analysis was also used to evaluate the ability of algo-
rithms to find different types of distress. Only the best performing algo-
rithm, the profile-based filter, was evaluated. Objects were sorted
according to maximum depths, and correlations between crack depths
and different distress types were examined (Fig. 25). A trend line was
fitted for each type of distress, as a result of which it was observed that
certain distresses correlated better with the maximum depth of the
distress than others. The results show that the algorithm found potholes
well, because its true positive volume ratio was always higher than 70%.
For other distresses, longitudinal and transverse cracks correlated well
11
with distress depth. The deeper the damage, the better the algorithm
would find it. Depression and disintegration gave the worst R2 values. In
particular, observations of disintegration were most scattered, regardless
of the depth of damage. No conclusions can be drawn from the alligator
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cracks, because there were too few observations.

4.4. Discussion

The crack detection capabilities of the five algorithms were evaluated
by analysing the accuracies of the crack point classification, crack area
estimation, and crack volume estimation, in addition to an object-level
analysis. The results suggest that the baseline method had the worst
performance in all the aspects, which proves that only using height dif-
ference between neighbouring points (over single profile) alone does not
seem to result in reliable crack detection.

The profile-based filter method and surface fitting method have
similar performance in crack point detection and classification (F1 scores
of 0.685 and 0.672, respectively), while the profile-based method has
better performance in crack area and volume estimation. The local sur-
face roughness method performed somewhat worse over all the plots (F1
score of 0.645), but it is better than the above two methods in complex
plots (F1 score of 0.592, other two 0.56 and 0.492). Therefore, it is as
important as the profile-based filter and surface fitting methods, and
merits further study when developing a reliable crack detection solution
for roads containing complex cracks.

The random forest-based machine-learning method has worse per-
formance than the traditional methods except the baseline method, but it
is a good start to develop effective and accurate crack detection solutions
using machine-learning technology. The crack detection accuracy of the
random forest method remained stable in the easy, medium, and difficult
groups, which demonstrates that machine learning is not sensitive to the
complexity of the road damage. It is expected that as the amount of
training data increases in future, the performance of the random forest
method may have the potential for significant improvement. In a future
study, we will aim to develop better machine learning methods with
different algorithms and larger crack datasets.

In this study, the ten 1-m-by-3.5-m plots were selected for crack study
from 3 km continuous real road surface data, with totally 75 pavement
distresses inside. This is comparable to other 3D point cloud based
pavement distress detection studies, considering the distress amount,
types or the total studied road length. The ten plots enable us to evaluate
the algorithms over different kinds of cracks and various levels of crack
detection complexities, which helps offer comprehensive and reliable
algorithm evaluation and comparison.

As all the algorithms studied in this paper are sensitive to the road
surface elevation change, the edges of road surface markings and patches
may be erroneously extracted as cracks. Further studies are therefore
needed to tackle these issues. One solution is to classify markings (e.g.
Chen et al., 2021) and patches prior to distress detection, using reflec-
tance of the surface or the intensity of the returning laser pulses.

As mentioned above, the algorithms are sensitive to road surface
height change, therefore the performances of methods were affected by
the characteristics (surface roughness, crack types, width, and depth) of
the pavement, rather than the road surface material. Thus, if the point
cloud geometry remains the same, there should be little difference in the
distress detection between different road types (e.g., pothole in highway
versus pothole in urban road). We expect the parameters we applied and
the comparison results in this study are also applicable to other roads.
However, this needs to be checked in a different road in our future work.
It is possible that in some plots the evaluated best algorithms have poor
performance if there are certain kinds of distress, or the studied plots
have very complex distresses. One possibility to improve the algorithms
performance is to adjust the parameters based on one sample plot in
advance whenever applying the algorithms in a new road surface. Even
though some additional work is needed, the whole process is still auto-
mated once the parameters have been tuned.

5. Conclusions

In this paper, five road distress detection algorithms developed based
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on point cloud processing expertise, and using TLS point clouds were
introduced and evaluated in crack detection, crack area, and crack vol-
ume estimation on ten test plots selected from a 3-km-long test road in
Finland.

Compared with manual reference data, the along- and cross-track
profile-based filter method performed best in crack detection. The sur-
face fitting and surface roughness methods produced similar F1 scores.
The performance of the baseline method was unsatisfactory compared
with the other methods.

In the crack area estimation, the MAPEs of the profile filter, surface
fitting, and surface roughness methods over the ten plots were 20.3%,
30.5%, and 19.8% respectively. The corresponding MAPEs in volume
estimation were 14.5%, 19.3%, and 25.6%. In general, the deeper the
damage was, the better the volume estimation accuracy. The random
forest method obtained MAPEs of 39.8% and 38.0% for crack area and
volume estimation respectively.

In the near future, we will combine the three best methods to improve
the overall performance, and further develop machine-learning based
methods. Due to the irregularities of pavement surface and the mixture of
distresses on the pavement surface, there has been some limited success
in accurately automating crack detection and classification (Oliveira and
Correia, 2012, 2014), and there are continuing needs of improvement.

We expect the reported methods to be directly applicable to process
data also from MLS, and high-end pavement measurement systems in an
attempt to increase the automation level of road distress inventories.
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